Countable and uncountable nouns

Grade 3 Nouns Worksheet

Tell whether the underlined noun is countable or uncountable.

**countable**

1. She folded the clean **towel** and put it in the closet.

2. A lot of research goes into these **assignments**.

3. Mom thinks there is enough **time** to complete another chore.

4. Today is **laundry** day, make sure to bring down all your dirty shirts.

5. I have one more **page** to complete for today’s homework.

6. With a little **patience**, you can finish this puzzle.

7. The **painter** shows creativity in his work.

8. Engineers combine intelligence and ingenuity to achieve their **projects**.

9. I need natural lighting to thread a **needle** easily.

10. **Exercise** is an important part of being healthy.

11. There is so much **dust** on this bookshelf, we need to clean it.

12. The **snow** is so high, it almost reaches the windows.

---

Phil has a new **pencil**.
- countable

**Kindness** is important.
- uncountable
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**Answers**

**countable** 1. She folded the clean **towel** and put it in the closet.

**countable** 2. A lot of research goes into these **assignments**.

**uncountable** 3. Mom thinks there is enough **time** to complete another chore.

**uncountable** 4. Today is **laundry** day, make sure to bring down all your dirty shirts.

**countable** 5. I have one more **page** to complete for today’s homework.

**uncountable** 6. With a little **patience**, you can finish this puzzle.

**countable** 7. The **painter** shows creativity in his work.

**countable** 8. Engineers combine intelligence and ingenuity to achieve their **projects**.

**countable** 9. I need natural lighting to thread a **needle** easily.

**uncountable** 10. **Exercise** is an important part of being healthy.

**uncountable** 11. There is so much **dust** on this bookshelf, we need to clean it.

**uncountable** 12. The **snow** is so high, it almost reaches the windows.